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A B S T R A C T 

Recent Gaia photometry of the open cluster M37 has disclosed the existence of an extended main sequence turn-off – like in 

Magellanic clusters younger than about 2 Gyr – and a main sequence that is broadened in colour beyond what is expected from the 
photometric errors, at magnitudes well below the region of the extended turn-off, where neither age differences nor rotation rates 
(the candidates to explain the extended turn-off phenomenon) are expected to play a role. Moreo v er, not ev en the contribution of 
unresolved binaries can fully explain the observed broadening. We investigated the reasons behind this broadening by making 

use of synthetic stellar populations and differential colour–colour diagrams, using a combination of Gaia and Sloan filters. From 

our analysis, we have concluded that the observed colour spread in the Gaia colour–magnitude diagram can be reproduced by a 
combination of either a metallicity spread � [Fe / H] ∼ 0 . 15 plus a differential reddening across the face of the cluster spanning 

a total range � E ( B − V ) ∼ 0.06, or a spread of the initial helium mass fraction � Y ∼ 0.10 plus a smaller range of reddening 

� E ( B − V ) ∼ 0.03. High-resolution differential abundance determinations of a sizeable sample of cluster stars are necessary to 

confirm or exclude the presence of a metal abundance spread. Our results raise the possibility that also individual open clusters, 
like globular clusters and massive star clusters, host stars born with different initial chemical compositions. 

Key words: techniques: photometric – stars: abundances – binaries: general – open clusters and associations: individual: M37 

(NGC 2099). 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he study of star clusters has been and still is one of the main sources
f information about stars and galaxies. Photometric as well as spec- 
roscopic observations allow us to determine a cluster’s kinematics, 
ts distance, age, chemical composition, dynamical status, and the 
etailed colour and magnitude distribution of its stars, all pieces of
nformation that set strong constraints on astrophysical models of 
alaxies and stellar evolution. 

In these studies, a first crucial step is the determination of
he membership probability of the observed stars, to disentangle 
ctual cluster members from neighbouring field stars not bound 
o the cluster. Recently, Griggio & Bedin ( 2022 ) developed a new
ormalism to compute the astrometric membership probabilities for 
ources in star clusters, and applied their technique to the Galactic 
pen cluster NGC 2099 (M37) using Gaia Early Data Release 3 
EDR3) data. 

This cluster has an age of about 500 Gyr, a metallicity around Solar,
nd has been the subject o v er the years of sev eral inv estigations
egarding its distance, age, and dynamical status (e.g. Mermilliod 
t al. 1996 ; Nilakshi & Sagar 2002 ; Joshi & Tyagi 2016 ), searches
or variable (e.g. Kiss et al. 2001 ; Kang et al. 2007 ) and peculiar
 E-mail: massimo.griggio@inaf.it 
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tars (Paunzen, Pintado & Maitzen 2003 ), studies of rotation and
hotometric activity of its low-mass stellar population (e.g. Messina 
t al. 2008 ; Chang, Byun & Hartman 2015 ), investigations of its white
warf initial-final mass relation (e.g. Kalirai et al. 2005 ; Cummings
t al. 2015 , 2016 ), and its white dwarf cooling sequence (Kalirai et al.
001 ). More recently, Cordoni et al. ( 2018 ) employed photometry
nd proper motions from Gaia Data Release 2 to reveal the presence
f an extended main-sequence (MS) turn-off (TO) in the colour–
agnitude diagram (CMD) of M37 (and a few other Galactic open

lusters), qualitatively similar to what found in Magellanic Cloud 
lusters younger than about 2 Gyr. 

In this paper, we have exploited the accurate Gaia EDR3 CMD
rovided by Griggio & Bedin ( 2022 ), which shows an MS broadened
ot only around the TO (as found by Cordoni et al. 2018 ) but also
n the lower mass regime (i.e. when G � 15). We will show that this
roadening of the lower MS is not due just to photometric errors, and
lso that differential reddening plays only a minor role. A moderate
pread of metallicity or helium appear to be the main culprit, adding
n unexpected new twist to our e volving vie ws about star clusters
nd their formation. To state it more clearly, this work will not deal
ith the MSTO phenomenon, but will focus on the part of the MS
hich is not affected to both rotation and age effects. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we present the

aia photometry; the auxiliary Sloan photometry which we used 
o study the lower MS broadening is briefly described in Section 3 .

http://orcid.org/0000-0003-4080-6466
mailto:massimo.griggio@inaf.it
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Figure 1. Gaia EDR3 CMD of M37 with superimposed two non-rotating 
BaSTI-IAC isochrones with [Fe / H] = 0 . 06 and the two labelled ages, 
bracketing the extended TO region (see the text for details). 
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his is followed by Section 4 that presents our detailed analysis of
he broadening of the lower MS. A section with a summary and
onclusions brings the paper to a close. 

 T H E  GAIA C M D  

ig. 1 displays the CMD of M37 from Gaia EDR3, as obtained by
riggio & Bedin ( 2022 ). The diagram clearly exhibits an extended
O region, a red clump of core He-burning stars (around G ∼ 11 and
 G BP − G RP ∼ 1.4), and a MS with a parallel sequence of unresolved
inaries with mass ratio greater than ∼0.6–0.7. 
By employing a cluster distance equal to 1.5 ± 0.1 kpc (determined

rom Gaia EDR3 parallaxes by Griggio & Bedin 2022 ), we quali-
atively checked the general consistency of theoretical isochrones
ith the cluster CMD. More specifically, we adopted as reference

he non-rotating Solar-scaled BaSTI-IAC isochrones (Hidalgo et al.
018 ) that include conv ectiv e core o v ershooting. 
Fig. 1 displays two [Fe / H] = 0 . 06 (corresponding to an initial
etallicity Z = 0.0172 and helium mass fraction Y = 0.269)

sochrones with ages equal to 380 and 600 Myr, respectively, matched
o the blue edge 1 of the observed unevolved MS between G ∼ 15 and
 ∼ 17.5 for a distance equal to 1450 pc. We took into account the

xtinction by employing the extinction law for the Gaia filters given
y the Gaia Collaboration 2 and derived a reddening E ( B − V ) = 0.28.
he two ages employed in this comparison approximately bracket

he brighter and lower limit of the cluster’s extended TO region. 
NRAS 516, 3631–3640 (2022) 

 The blue edge of the observed CMD is determined as described in Section 4 . 
t will be clearer in Section 4 why we match the blue edge of the unevolved 

S in this qualitative comparison. 
 ht tps://www.cosmos.esa.int /web/gaia/edr3-ext inct ion-law 
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The reddening is consistent with the broad range of values found
n the literature [ E ( B − V ) between ∼0.23 and ∼0.35, see e.g.
iatti, Claria & Abadi 1995 ; Hartman et al. 2008 ; Joshi & Tyagi
016 ], and the metallicity chosen for the isochrones is also consistent
ith the values of [Fe/H] measured with high- and low-resolution

pectroscopy (see e.g. Marshall et al. 2005 ; Pancino et al. 2010 ;
etopil et al. 2016 ), typically in the range between about Solar and
+ 0.10 dex. 
In this comparison, we employed non-rotating isochrones, and the

 xtended TO re gion is bracketed by assuming a total age spread of
bout 220 Myr (see also Cordoni et al. 2018 ). Another possibility
likely the one to be preferred, see e.g. Cordoni et al. 2018 ; Bastian
t al. 2018 ) is that the extended TO is caused by the presence of stars
ith approximately the same age but with a range of initial rotation

ates. 
Irrespective of the reasons for the appearance of the extended

O, the cluster MS with G larger than ∼15–15.5 is predicted
o be insensitive to either an age spread (stars in this magnitude
ange are still essentially on their zero age MS location at these
ges) and a spread of initial rotation rates. This is because, at the
luster’s metallicity, stars in this magnitude range have masses below
1.25–1.2 M �, with conv ectiv e env elopes thick enough for magnetic

raking to efficiently spin them down enough and suppress the effects
f rotation (on the hydrostatic equilibrium and chemical mixing) that
ause the MS broadening (see e.g. Georgy et al. 2019 ; Gossage et al.
019 ). We could also test empirically that rotation does not play
 role in the colour spread of the lower MS by cross-correlating
he measurements of rotational periods of M37 MS stars by Chang
t al. ( 2015 ) with our Gaia photometry. We ended up with a sample
f more than 150 member stars with G between 15.5 and 17 and
eriods centred around ∼6 d that do not show any correlation with
he G BP − G RP colour at a given G magnitude. 

We have therefore studied the thickness of the MS for G mag-
itudes larger than 15.5, to a v oid the impact of the extended TO
henomenon. As faint limit we considered G = 17 (corresponding
o a stellar mass ∼0.95 M �), because at larger magnitudes the

embership probability is more uncertain (see Griggio & Bedin
022 ), leading to a contamination of the CMD by non-member 
tars. 

In the standard assumption that open clusters host single-
etallicity populations, the observed colour width of the MS in the

elected magnitude range is expected to be set by the photometric
rror, the presence of unresolved binaries with a range of values of
he mass ratio q , and a possible differential reddening across the
ace of the cluster. To verify this e xpectation, we hav e produced a
ynthetic CMD of the MS in this G -magnitude range (we will use
he term lower MS from now on, to denote this specific magnitude
ange along the cluster MS) for the case of single stars all with the
ame initial metallicity, as described below. 

We have defined an observed fiducial line by partitioning the
MD into 0.5 mag wide G -magnitude bins, and interpolated with
 quadratic spline the median points of the magnitude and colour
umber distributions within each bin. We have then uniformly
istributed synthetic stars along the fiducial, by adding photometric
rrors randomly sampled from a Gaussian distribution with zero
ean and a standard deviation equal to the median error at the

orresponding G magnitude (individual errors are taken from the
aia EDR3 photometry). The top panels of Fig. 2 show the observed

luster CMD (left) and the synthetic CMD described abo v e (right) for
he rele v ant MS region, while the bottom panels display the colour
esiduals around the fiducial line as a function of G . We also report
he values of the dispersion of the colours around the fiducial values

art/stac2512_f1.eps
https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/edr3-extinction-law
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Figure 2. Top panels: Observed (left) and synthetic (right) CMDs of the 
cluster lower MS. Bottom panels: Colour residuals around the lower MS 
fiducial lines of the observed (left) and synthetic (right) CMDs, as a function of 
the G magnitude. The white area encloses the stars employed in the calculation 
of the 1 σ values of the dispersion of the colour residuals reported in the two 
panels (see the text for details). 
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Figure 3. As Fig. 1 but in the g − ( u − i ) CMD. 
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t different magnitudes in both CMDs, calculated as the 68.27th 
ercentile of the distribution of the residuals around zero. 
In the calculation of the dispersion of the residuals for the 

bservations, we have neglected objects whose place in the CMD is
ompatible with the position of unresolved binaries with mass ratio 
 > 0.6 (as determined using our isochrones). Even after excluding 
hese objects, the lower panels of Fig. 2 show clearly that the synthetic
tars are much more narrowly distributed around the fiducial line, 
hen compared to the observations. 
Within the standard assumptions described before, the broader 

olour range spanned by the observed CMD at a gi ven v alue of
 might be ascribed to the presence of unresolved binaries with q

ower than 0.6, plus possibly the effect of differential reddening. To 
nderstand whether this is the case, we took advantage of an auxiliary
hotometry in the Sloan ugi filters, described in the following section, 
hat we combined with the Gaia data as discussed in the Section 4 . 

 T H E  SLOAN C O L O U R – M AG N I T U D E  

I AG R A M  

ur adopted Sloan photometry is taken from the catalogue presented 
nd described in Griggio et al. ( 2022 ). Briefly, the data has been
ollected with the Schmidt 67/92 cm telescope in Asiago (Italy), 
nd the photometry extracted with a version of the KS2 software by
nderson et al. ( 2008 ) suitably modified to deal with the Schmidt data
nd wide field mosaics. We selected only the sources with the quality
ag pho sel equal to one, to reject sources with poor photometry. 
Fig. 3 shows the g − ( u − i ) CMD for cluster’s members identified

ith Gaia , together with the same isochrones of Fig. 1 , which are
ompared to the observations by employing the same distance and 
 ( B − V ) values of the match to the Gaia CMD. 
The effect of interstellar extinction on the magnitudes of the 

heoretical isochrones has been included using the extinction ratios 
 λ/ A V from the NASA/IPAC infrared science archive 3 for the filters
 , g , and i . 4 Notice that the comparison of the observed CMD
ith the isochrones is completely consistent with the results for 

he corresponding CMD in the Gaia filters. 

 T H E  B ROA D E N I N G  O F  T H E  LOWER  MS  

o investigate in detail the broadening of the lower MS in the range
5.5 ≤ G ≤ 17 (we have a total of 387 stars in this magnitude
ange), we combined the photometry in the Gaia filters with the
orresponding u and i magnitudes to build a differential colour–
olour diagram, as follows. 

As a first step we have defined an MS blue fiducial line in both
he G- ( G BP − G RP ) and G -( u − i ) diagrams, by partitioning the
ata into G -magnitude bins 0.2 mag wide. For each bin we have first
erformed a 3 σ -clipping around the median values of the magnitudes
nd colours, and then we have calculated a representative colour 
orresponding to the 10th percentile of the colour distribution, and 
he mean G magnitude. We have finally interpolated with a linear
pline among these pairs of colours and magnitudes determined for 
ach bin, to calculate the blue fiducial line for each diagram. 
MNRAS 516, 3631–3640 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Top panels: The cluster G -( G BP − G RP ) and G- ( u − i ) diagrams. 
The MS blue fiducials are displayed as dashed lines. Stars in the G magnitude 
range of interest are displayed in a darker grey shade. Bottom panels: The 
G - � GBR and G - � Gui diagrams (see the text for details). On the left of each 
panel, we display the median ±1 σ colour error at three representative G 

magnitudes. 
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Figure 5. � GBR − � Gui diagram for the lower MS stars, after excluding 
sources whose colours are consistent with unresolved binaries with mass ratio 
q � 0.6. The four straight lines display the direction along which stars would 
mo v e due to the effects of differential reddening, unresolved binaries with q 
� 0.6, spread of initial metallicity, and spread of initial helium abundance 
(see the text for details). 
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of stars as a function of the G magnitude in the magnitude range of interest. 
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For each observed star, we have then computed, in the G- ( G BP −
 RP ) and G- ( u − i ) diagrams, the difference between its colour and

he corresponding value of the blue fiducial at the star G magnitude.
e notice here that the error on the G magnitudes of the individual

tars is on the order of 0.001 mag. We denote these quantities as
 GBR and � Gui , respectively (see Fig. 4 ). 
We finally plotted these colour differences in a � GBR − � Gui 

iagram shown in Fig. 5 , after excluding the relatively small number
f sources whose colours are consistent with unresolved binaries with
 � 0.6, which are clearly separated from the bulk of the MS in the
aia CMD. The lower MS stars are distributed along a clearly defined

equence with origin around the coordinates (0,0) – that correspond to
tars lying on the blue fiducials – and extended towards increasingly
ositi ve v alues (corresponding to stars progressi vely redder than the
ducials) with � Gui increasing faster than � GBR . If the colour spreads
re due to random photometric errors only, stars would be distributed
ithout a correlation between � Gui and � GBR , as we have verified
y calculating a synthetic sample of cluster stars including only the
hotometric errors, as described in more detail below. 
This diagram allows us to exclude that differential reddening is the
ain reason for the broadening of the cluster lower MS. Fig. 5 shows

ogether with the data also the direction of the reddening vector, and
e can see that differential reddening would mo v e stars at a different
NRAS 516, 3631–3640 (2022) 
ngle (shallower) compared to the observed trend. We have also tried
he alternativ e A λ/ A V e xtinction ratios for the u and i filters presented
n Yuan, Liu & Xiang ( 2013 ) and Tian et al. ( 2014 ), but the slope of
he reddening vector in this diagram hardly changes. 

To study in more detail the origin of the distribution of points in
his � GBR − � Gui diagram, we have used the theoretical isochrones
f Figs 1 and 3 to calculate synthetic samples of lower MS stars
s follows. We have considered 600 Myr, [Fe / H] = 0 . 06 isochrones
the choice of age is irrele v ant in this magnitude range) as a reference,
nd drawn randomly 50 000 values of the stellar mass in the range
o v ering the MS, according to a power-law mass function with
xponent equal to −2.3. 5 By interpolating along the isochrones, we
etermined the Gaia and Sloan magnitudes of these synthetic objects.
e have then considered the contribution of unresolved binaries
ith q < 0.6 by extracting randomly (with a uniform probability
istribution) for each synthetic star the value of the mass ratio q to
he secondary to calculate the mass of the unresolved companion.
he magnitudes of the companion in the Gaia and Sloan u and i
lters are then derived as described before, and the fluxes of the

wo components added to determine the total magnitudes of the
orresponding unresolved system. To these magnitudes, we added
he distance modulus and extinction derived from the fit in Fig. 1
nd applied random Gaussian photometric errors by considering the
edian 1 σ errors of the observations at the G magnitude of the

ynthetic star. 
We determined the � GBR − � Gui diagram of this sample of

nresolved binary stars with low q values in the lower MS magnitude
ange defined before (which, as we have mentioned in the previous
ection, corresponds to a mass range of about 0.3 M �, and contains
bout 5500 objects in our simulation) by following the same
rocedure as for the cluster data (after applying distance modulus
nd reddening determined in the previous section), and fitted with

art/stac2512_f4.eps
art/stac2512_f5.eps
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ompanions. Also in this case, the slope is shallower than observed. 

Given the inability of unresolved binaries and differential redden- 
ng to explain the trend displayed by the lower MS cluster stars in the
 GBR − � Gui diagram, we investigated also the effect of varying the 

nitial chemical composition, namely the metallicity (parametrized 
n terms of [Fe/H]) and initial helium mass fraction Y . 

The synthetic samples have been calculated as described before, 
ut this time we assign to each mass a random value of [Fe/H]
r Y according to a uniform probability distribution with a range 
 [Fe / H] = 0 . 15 (increasing from [Fe / H] = 0 . 06) or � Y = 0.10

increasing from Y = 0.269, the value of the BaSTI-IAC isochrones 
or [Fe / H] = 0 . 06, whose corresponding value of the metal mass
raction is kept constant in these simulations with varying Y ) in case
f variations of helium. 6 An isochrone with the chosen chemical 
omposition was first determined by interpolating quadratically 
mong 600 Myr BaSTI-IAC isochrones of different [Fe/H] (and 
 

7 ), then the magnitudes (with added photometric errors) were 
etermined as described before. 
The direction of the synthetic sequences with [Fe/H] or Y spreads

re also reported in Fig. 5 . It is evident from the figure that the effect
f a metallicity spread is predicted to mo v e the stars along a steeper
equence compared to the observations (increasing [Fe/H] mo v es 
he objects towards larger values of both � GBR and � Gui ), whilst a
pread of Y mo v es the stars along almost the same direction of the
bservations (in this case objects with the highest Y would display 
he lower values of � GBR and � Gui because an increase of Y mo v es
he MS towards the blue in both the Gaia and Sloan CMDs). 

The conclusion we can draw from the results in Fig. 5 is that
he observed MS broadening can be explained potentially in two 
ifferent ways. The first possibility is a spread of metallicity among 
he cluster’s stars, coupled with the presence of unresolved binaries 
we know from the CMD that there are unresolved binaries with q >
.6, hence there will be likely objects also with smaller q ) and a range
f E ( B − V ) values – meaning differential reddening. These latter
wo effects tend to compensate for the too steep trend compared to
he data predicted by just a metallicity spread. 

The second possibility is a spread in Y , together with unresolved
inaries and possibly a small amount of differential reddening, 
maller than the case of a metallicity spread, otherwise the predicted 
rend in this diagram would become too shallow. 

To set constraints on the size of the metallicity and helium spreads,
nd the amount of differential reddening for these two scenarios, we 
ave performed additional simulations as those just described, by 
arying � [Fe/H], � Y and � E ( B − V ), to reproduce the observed
istribution of points in the � GBR − � Gui diagram. In all these 
imulations, we assumed a binary fraction equal to 0.30, consistent 
ith the value determined by Cordoni et al. ( 2018 ) considering the

raction of unresolved binaries with q > 0.7 determined from the 
MD, and a flat probability distribution of the values of the mass

atios. 8 
 In this analysis we consider Y increasing abo v e the reference Y = 0.269. The 
eason is that a decrease of just � Y = 0.02 would lead to the cosmological 
elium abundance, which seems unrealistic for a roughly Solar metallicity 
luster. 
 To this purpose we have calculated additional isochrones with varying Y , 
etallicity Z = 0.0172 and Solar scaled metal distribution, using the same 

ode and physics inputs of the BaSTI-IAC models. 
 We also considered the case of a power law distribution of q (probability 
istribution proportional to q −0.6 ) as found by Malofee v a, Selezne v & Carraro 
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q
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r 20
Given that we do not know the real probability distribution of the
alues of reddening and [Fe/H] or Y in the observed sample of stars,
e stick to a uniform distribution. This means that in principle we

annot expect to find a perfect match to the observations in the � GBR 

� Gui diagram. Ho we ver, we can still set important constraints on
he size of these spreads by trying to simultaneously reproduce as
est as possible the number distributions along the two axes of this
iagram. 
Fig. 6 shows two simulations compared to observations in the 
 GBR − � Gui diagram, including also objects compatible with being 

inaries with high values of q . The synthetic samples contain about
500 objects and include observational errors, unresolved binaries, 
ifferential reddening – a spread of E ( B − V ) – and either a spread of
Fe/H] or a spread of the initial helium mass fraction. In the figure, we
how only one random subset of the full sample, which contains the
ame number of objects as the observations. The histograms along the
orizontal and vertical axis compare the number distributions of the 
ynthetic and real stars as a function of � GBR and � Gui , respectively.
n this case, we have considered the full sample of synthetic stars,
nd rescaled the histograms to have the same total number of objects
s observed. This way we minimize the Poisson error on the number
ounts for the synthetic sample. The bin size of the histograms is
bout two times the average 1 σ error bars on � GBR and � Gui over
he G magnitude range of the observed sample. 

These simulations have been performed considering � [Fe / H] =
 . 15, � Y = 0.10, and � E ( B − V ) = 0.06 and 0.03 for the case of
etallicity and helium spread, respectively, and provide a general 

atisfactory agreement with the distribution of the observed stars in 
his diagram. The synthetic samples co v er nicely the region of the
iagram populated by the cluster stars, even when considering the 
inaries with high q values. Also, the number distributions along the
wo axes are reasonably consistent with the data, within the error
ars on the star counts. 
Of course, combinations like � [Fe / H] = 0 . 16 together with � E ( B
V ) = 0.07, or � Y = 0.10 with � E ( B − V ) = 0.01, cannot be

xcluded from this kind of comparisons, but values of � [Fe/H], � Y ,
nd � E ( B − V ) very different from those chosen for the simulations
n Fig. 6 can indeed be discarded, as shown below. 

Fig. 7 compares the data with two simulations like those in Fig. 6 ,
eeping the � E ( B − V ) values unchanged, but reducing the spread
 [Fe / H] to 0.08 dex and � Y to 0.05. The agreement with the

bservations is in this case much worse. In both cases the synthetic
amples are clearly short of stars in the region with � GBR between
0.06 and ∼0.08 mag, and � Gui between ∼0.10 and ∼0.2 mag.
he synthetic single stars do not reach that area and changing the
robability distribution of q to a power law (Malofeeva et al. 2022 ,
ith the consequent increase of the o v erall binary fraction) simply

eplaces many of the current single stars with unresolved binaries, but
t does not help populating that region of the diagram. The opposite
ould happen if we increase � [Fe / H] and � Y well abo v e the values

n Fig. 6 , with the bulk of the synthetic sequences (essentially the
ingle star sequence) too extended towards higher values of � GBR 

nd � Gui compared to the observations. 
MNRAS 516, 3631–3640 (2022) 

 2022 ) for the Pleiades. In this case, the fraction of unresolved binaries with 
 > 0.7 determined by Cordoni et al. ( 2018 ) provides a total binary fraction 
qual to ∼0.7. The constraints on the values of � [Fe/H], � Y and � E ( B − V ) 
o we ver do not change compared to our reference simulations. The reason is 
hat most of this increase of the number of binaries happens for low values of 
 , and in this situation the magnitudes and colours of the binaries are almost 
oincident with those of the primary component, hence of single stars. 

22
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Figure 6. � GBR − � Gui diagrams for the synthetic populations including binaries plus a metallicity spread � [Fe / H] = 0 . 15 (left) and a helium abundance 
spread � Y = 0.10 (right). The simulation in the left-hand panel includes a reddening spread � E ( B − V ) = 0.06, while in the right-hand panel we added a total 
amount of differential reddening � E ( B − V ) = 0.03. The values reported abo v e the x -axis are the mean values of q of the simulated binary stars falling in the 
regions delimited by the vertical thin lines. Observations are displayed as light grey filled circles. Synthetic single and unresolved binary stars are shown with 
different colours to highlight their separate contributions to the diagram. On the right and at the top of each plot, we show the histograms of the observed (with 
Poisson error bars on the star counts) and simulated number counts along the two axes (see the text for more details). 

Figure 7. As Fig. 6 , but with � [Fe / H] = 0 . 08 (left) and � Y = 0.05 (right). 
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Fig. 8 displays the effect of varying � E ( B − V ) in the simulations,
y keeping fixed � [Fe / H] and � Y to the values of the simulations
n Fig. 6 ( � [Fe / H] = 0 . 15, � Y = 0.10). We can see here that a
maller amount of differential reddening for the case with metallicity
pread makes the single star sequence too steep compared to the
bservations, consistently with the results in Fig. 5 , whilst a larger
 E ( B − V ) makes the o v erall slope of the synthetic sequence
NRAS 516, 3631–3640 (2022) 
hallower than the observations. This can be clearly appreciated in
he figure when looking at the region populated by binaries with high
 . In case of the helium abundance spread, increasing � E ( B − V )
akes again the whole sequence shallower, again consistent with the

esults of Fig. 5 . 
Finally, we have repeated this whole analysis by considering for

ach star the two completely independent CMDs G- ( G BP − G RP )
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Figure 8. As Fig. 6 , but with � [Fe / H] = 0 . 15 and � E ( B − V ) = 0 (a), � [Fe / H] = 0 . 15 and � E ( B − V ) = 0.10 (b), � Y = 0.10 and � E ( B − V ) = 0.08 (c). 
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nd g − ( u − i ). From these CMDs, we have calculated � GBR as
escribed before, and � gui , and compared data with simulations in 
 GBR − � gui diagrams. The quantity � gui is analogous to � Gui , but

his time the difference in ( u − i ) colour is taken with respect to the
orresponding value of the blue fiducial in the g − ( u − i ) CMDs at
he star g magnitude. The conclusions are exactly the same as when
sing � GBR − � Gui diagrams, as shown by the figures included in 
he Appendix. 

 DISCUSSION  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

he very accurate Gaia EDR3 photometry for the members of M37
resented by Griggio & Bedin ( 2022 ) shows an MS broadened in
olour beyond what expected from photometric errors only, well 
elow the region of the extended TO, where neither age differences
or rotation are expected to play a role. Even when we neglected
edder objects compatible with being unresolved binaries with mass 
atios abo v e q ∼ 0.6–0.7, the cluster MS is still broader than e xpected
rom the small photometric errors. 

To investigate the causes of this broadening we made use of an
uxiliary photometry in the Sloan system, and built a differential 
olour–colour diagram of the lower MS, using a combination of 
aia and Sloan filters. By employing synthetic stellar populations to 

eproduce the observed trend of the cluster stars in this diagram, we
ave concluded that the observed colour spread in the Gaia CMD
an be reproduced by a combination of either a metallicity spread
 [Fe / H] ∼ 0 . 15 plus a differential reddening across the face of the

luster spanning a total range � E ( B − V ) ∼ 0.06, or an initial helium
MNRAS 516, 3631–3640 (2022) 
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Figure 9. Effect of the metallicity plus reddening spread (left) and Y plus 
reddening spreads (right) scenarios on the TO region of the cluster Gaia 
CMD. We show 380 Myr isochrones with the combinations of [Fe/H], Y , and 
E ( B − V ) displayed in the two panels (see the text for details). 
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bundance spread � Y ∼ 0.10 plus a smaller range of reddening � E ( B
V ) ∼ 0.03. 
Fig. 9 shows the impact of these two scenarios on the TO

egion of the cluster’s population. We display in the two panels a
80 Myr isochrone with either different combinations of metallicity
nd reddening (left-hand panel) or different combinations of Y and
eddening, keeping the metallicity fixed (right-hand panel). In the
easonable assumption that there is no correlation between reddening
nd chemical composition, the combinations we display match the
lue and red limits of the single star sequence in the G magnitude
ange we have studied. Notice that in case of a helium abundance
pread the smallest value of E ( B − V ) is higher than that for the
ase of a metallicity spread. The reason is that an increase of the
elium abundance shifts the MS to the blue, hence in this scenario
 match of the blue edge of the observed CMD with the bluest
tellar component (the population with the highest helium and lowest
eddening) requires a value of E ( B − V ) larger than that determined
rom the fit in Fig. 1 , and used in the left-hand panel for the case of
 metallicity spread. 

The metallicity (and reddening) spread has a major impact around
he TO, with single age non-rotating isochrones able to co v er in this
ase a large portion of the extended TO of the cluster CMD. The
mpact at the TO is much less pronounced for the case of a helium
and reddening) spread. 

Another consequence of these abundance spreads is that we need
o be very cautious when applying differential reddening corrections
o the cluster CMD. In fact, none of the CMDs displayed in our study
as been corrected for this effect. 

Nowadays it is a standard procedure to correct for differential
eddening the CMDs of star clusters (e.g. Sarajedini et al. 2007 ;

ilone et al. 2012 ; Bellini et al. 2017 ); the basic physical principles
nderlining the method are summarized in the following. 
First, stars along a portion of the cluster MS are selected as

reference stars’, and a reference fiducial line for these stars is
alculated, by determining a median colour at varying magnitude.
he magnitude range of this reference sequence of stars is chosen
uch that the direction of the reddening vector can be more easily
iscriminated from the effect of photometric errors. To a generic
arget star in any evolutionary phase at a given spatial position
NRAS 516, 3631–3640 (2022) 
ithin the cluster is then assigned a number of neighbouring (spa-
ially) reference stars, and the median distance along the reddening
ector between the position of these neighbouring reference stars
nd the reference fiducial line is calculated [this distance can be
hen transformed into a value of � E ( B − V )]. The position in
he CMD of the target star is then shifted along the reddening
ector by the value of this median distance and the procedure is
epeated for all cluster stars, including the individual reference 
bjects. 
An underlying assumption of this method is that the cluster stars

re a homogeneous stellar population, but it could still work in
ase of chemical inhomogeneities, provided that two conditions are
atisfied. The first one is that the chemical properties of the stellar
opulation are not spatially dependent (the size and probability
istribution of the abundance spreads are not dependent on the
ocation within the cluster). The second one is that for any object
here is a sufficiently large number of neighbouring reference stars,
uch that they properly sample the full range of chemical inhomo-
eneities. This way they would define a sequence in the CMD that
s equi v alent (in terms of stellar properties) to the fiducial reference 
ine. 

If we were to be able to determine with confidence the amount of
ifferential reddening in our CMD, we might possibly discriminate
etween the metallicity and helium spread scenarios, because they
equire dif ferent v alues of � E ( B − V ). Unfortunately, we do not have
nough reference stars to do that. The best portion of the MS to use
or the reference fiducial line is in the range between G ∼ 15 and
17, and by following the technique described before, we find that

or objects in large portions of the cluster we have only 10 or less
eighbouring reference stars (within a circle of radius ∼3 arcmin).
ith this method we get a total range � E ( B − V ) across the cluster

qual to ∼0.06–0.07 mag supporting the scenario with a metallicity
pread, but with such small numbers of local reference stars we
annot be sure they are sufficient to properly sample the distribution
f chemical abundances, hence we might have biases in the estimate
f the local differential reddening. 
To discriminate more reliably between metallicity and helium

pread, high-resolution differential abundance determinations of a
izeable sample of cluster stars are then necessary, because they can
onfirm or exclude the presence of a metal abundance spread. The
xisting more direct measurements – based on very small samples
f targets – do not allow to draw solid conclusions. Marshall et al.
 2005 ) published moderate resolution spectroscopy of a sample of
ight red clump stars in the cluster, and found that the derived
etallicities of the target-cluster stars displayed a scatter of 0.14 dex

bout twice what expected from measurement errors. On the other
and, the high-resolution spectroscopy of three red clump stars
y Pancino et al. ( 2010 ) does not reveal any clear abundance 
pread. 

Irrespective of the uncertainty between metallicity and helium
pread, our results raise the possibility that also open clusters – like
lobular clusters and in general massive star clusters (see e.g. Gratton,
arretta & Bragaglia 2012 ; Bastian & Lardo 2018 ; Martocchia et al.
019 ; Marino et al. 2019 ; Lardo et al. 2022 ; Legnardi et al. 2022 ;
nd references therein) – do not host stars all with the same initial
hemical composition. So far, there has been some debate about the
resence of a metallicity spread in the open cluster Tombaugh 2, with
he high-resolution spectroscopy by Frinchaboy et al. ( 2008 ) who
ound the presence of a metallicity spread in the cluster, that was
o we ver not confirmed by the subsequent spectroscopic analysis by
illanova et al. ( 2010 ). Our work adds a new candidate open cluster
osting chemical abundance spreads. 
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he isochrones employed in this study can be retrieved at http://bast 
- iac.oa- abruzzo.inaf.it, but for the helium enhanced isochrones, that 
re available upon request. 

The calibrated photometry and astrometry employed in this 
rticle is the one presented in Griggio et al. ( 2022 ), which is
lso released as supplementary online material, and available 
t this ht tps://web.oapd.inaf.it /bedin/files/PAPERs eMATERIALs/ 
37 ugiSchmidt/, along with an atlas. The same catalogue also 

onveniently lists the Gaia EDR3 photometry , astrometry , and source 
D when available (Gaia Collaboration 2021 ). 
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PPENDI X:  COMPLEMENTA RY  ANALYSIS  

e show here some results of the same analysis described in
ection 4 , but using the � GBR − � gui diagrams instead of � GBR 

� Gui ones. Fig. A1 (a) is the equi v alent of Fig. 5 , and displays
he lower MS stars, after excluding sources whose colours are 
onsistent with unresolved binaries with mass ratio q � 0.6. The four
traight lines display the direction along which stars are displaced 
ue to the effects of differential reddening, unresolved binaries with 
 � 0.6, spread of initial metal content, and helium abundance, 
espectively. 

Figs A1 (b) and (c) are the equi v alent of Fig. 6 and display
he lower MS stars including unresolved binaries with high- q 
alues, together with synthetic stars calculated including a spread 
n metallicity � [Fe / H] = 0 . 15 and reddening � E ( B − V ) = 0.06
b), and a spread of initial helium � Y = 0.10 and reddening
 E ( B − V ) = 0.03 (c). 
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Figure A1. Panel (a): As Fig. 5 but in the � GBR − � gui diagram. Panels (b) and (c): As Fig. 6 but in the � GBR − � gui diagram. 
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